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RLM’S
CHARITY
SPOTLIGHT

THE CARE PROJECT, INC.
-Update

As our readers know, RLM is committed to promoting the
good works of people and organizations in our community. The
CARE Project, Inc. (TCP) was the very first charity we selected
to highlight in our March 2017 inaugural issue. We were so
impressed with gutsy founder Carrie Madrid and the mission of
the charity, that we stayed in touch over the last two years and
have continued to support The CARE Project. We thought it
fitting to bring you the latest news about TCP and to congratulate
the organization on their 5th Anniversary.
In the United States, one in eight women and one in 833 men
are diagnosed with breast cancer. It is estimated that each year
40,000 women and 440 men will die from the disease. We have
all been touched in some way by breast cancer: a grandmother,
uncle, father, mother or friend; breast cancer is indiscriminate and
can be devastating both financially and emotionally to the patient

necessities become luxuries. Carrie was lucky; through the grace

and his or her family.

and generosity of her father, she was able to get by financially,

One of the things that makes The CARE Project so unique is

but she couldn’t shake the worry she saw on fellow patients’

that it was founded by a breast cancer survivor. In 2012, Carrie

faces as they wondered how they would make ends meet.

Madrid, a single mother and sole support of her three children,

Tenacious and caring, and despite her own medical struggles,

was diagnosed with Stage III Infiltrating Ductal Carcinoma at the

Carrie looked throughout the Inland Empire and discovered there

age of 41. She underwent a mastectomy, chemotherapy, radiation

were no local organizations that provided breast cancer patients

and multiple surgeries; suffice it to say, Carrie knows the breast

with meaningful financial assistance.

cancer journey. As she went through treatment, Carrie listened

In 2014, Carrie and dear friend and co-founder Christina

to the stories of other breast cancer patients and saw not only

Gonzalez, established The CARE Project, Inc. to provide

the emotional toll breast cancer takes, but the financial toll as

male and female breast cancer patients with financial support.

well. When a patient is undergoing treatment, they often can not

Although neither Carrie nor Christina had experience operating a

work full time, or at all, and their income is significantly reduced

nonprofit, they had heart and they saw a need they could not turn

while expenses increase. Often patients have to choose between

away from. Carrie and Christina wanted patients to be able to

paying their utility bill or paying for medication, paying the rent

focus on healing, not finances.

or paying for gas to get back and forth to treatment. Everyday

The CARE Project,
Inc. is a nonprofit
organization
created by a breast
cancer survivor to
emotionally and
financially support
male and female
breast cancer
patients in our
community.

Soon after TCP opened its doors,

cancer patients to support the patient as

it became clear that in addition to

he or she navigates through the cancer

financial support, many breast cancer

gauntlet. Mentors are caring, personal,

patients yearned for emotional

down-to-earth, and have a wealth of

support and companionship with

knowledge and resources to provide

other men and women going through

patients whatever they may need,

the same medical and emotional

whenever they may need it.

challenges. Carrie created the
Survivor Social Club, a relaxed,
small group of survivors and patients
who share a common bond and thrive
on being with others who have “been
there, done that.”

In 2018, TCP increased its advocacy on
behalf of male breast cancer patients
by developing an alliance with the
Male Breast Cancer Coalition, an
organization started by breast cancer
survivor Bret Miller and co-founder

TCP further responded to the need

Cheri Ambrose. TCP is now able to

of patients for emotional support by

provide its male patients with male

establishing a very unique mentor

mentors and resources specifically for

program. Trained breast cancer

them.

survivors are paired with breast
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Recognizing the continuing health and emotional needs of breast

with their annual “An Evening of Caring” Gala. This year’s

cancer survivors, this year, TCP established the TCP Wellness/

celebration will be especially wonderful because in addition to

Total Body Health program. Breast cancer alters patients’ lives

honoring breast cancer patients and survivors, thanking donors

forever. Getting over the initial barrage of surgery, chemotherapy

and supporters, and giving out the Man of Excellence and Family

and radiation is just the first step. The truth is medical and

of Excellence awards, TCP is celebrating its 5th Anniversary.

emotional scars from the experience can last a lifetime and

“This year’s gala will be extra special as we are celebrating our

the need for ongoing support is real. TCP has partnered with

5th anniversary which is a milestone for a grassroots nonprofit.”

lifestyle coach, Angelina Bodine, who leadS a team of dedicated

said Carrie Madrid. This year’s Excellence honorees are Man

professionals to offer personal training, yoga, hormonal health,

of Excellence, William “Bill” Chamberlain and the Family of

nutrition, and meditation classes, along with lymphatic drainage

Excellence award will be given to Marc and Lori Wims. The

massage to support the survival journey. The motto for the TCP

theme for the 2019 Gala is Old Hollywood Glamour and will be

Wellness/Total Body Health program says it all: “Recover,

held on Saturday October 5, 2019, at the Downtown Marriott in

Reboot, Rebuild.”

Riverside.

Also, in 2019, The CARE Project moved into a great new

Over the last five years, TCP has demonstrated an unwavering

location on Chicago Avenue that offers a peaceful, harmonious

commitment to its mission. They have continually responded

space for patients and survivors. The Grand Opening and ribbon

and expanded to meet patients’ needs, steadily increased their

cutting, sponsored by The Greater Riverside Chambers of

impact in the community in meaningful ways and have proven

Commerce, held on August 14, 2019, was a huge success with a

to be exemplary stewards of donors’ contributions. No one who

great outpouring of support from the community.

works at TCP takes a salary; except for minimal overhead, all

The CARE Project will be capping off this amazing year

funds raised go to support patients. In addition, TCP’s reputation

in the medical community is solid; local hospitals are some
of TCP’s best referral sources for breast cancer patients. It is
a testament to TCP that 98% of patients come back to mentor
and volunteer.
While The CARE Project is proud of its growth and impact
over the last five years, the reality is that men and women
in the Inland Empire are being diagnosed with breast cancer
every day and TCP’s efforts are just scratching the surface.
With continuing community support, especially in the form of
monthly donors, The CARE Project will continue well into the
future, addressing the real life financial and emotional needs
of male and female breast cancer patients in our community.

The CARE Project Inc.
2060 Chicago Avenue, C-6,
Riverside, CA 92507
(951) 742-7405
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SUMMER PEST
ADVISORY
By Danielle Carey

The National Pest Management Association (NPMA)
released its bi-annual Bug Barometer® for 2019, which
is a seasonal forecast of the pest pressure and activity
Americans can expect to see in their respective regions of
the country based on weather patterns and long-term predictions, as well as pest biological behaviors. According to
their entomologists, residual winter moisture coupled with
wet forecasts will cause pest populations to spike early in
much of the U.S. this summer.
In California this will cause a surge in ant, cockroach, and
fly infestations-pushing ants and roaches indoors in search
of food and water.
DID YOU KNOW?

•

The most common species of cockroaches living in
the Riverside area include Oriental, German, and
American.

Due to a cockroach’s unsanitary foraging, feeding and nesting habits, they pick up pathogens/bacteria on their bodies
which in turn contaminate food and surface areas that we
encounter every day. As a result, they can spread illnesses
such as E. coli, salmonella, staphylococcus, dysentery,
cholera, and streptococcus just to name a few.
In addition, if there is a heavy infestation of roaches
inside of a home or business, be aware that they can cause
allergies and even trigger asthma attacks because they have
certain proteins in their bodies and fecal matter which can
be an allergen for those who are highly sensitive.(yikes!)
Outdoors, roaches live at the base of trees, under thick
mulch/vegetation, around wood piles, in irrigation boxes and sewers. They can even be brought home because they commonly live
and breed in the folds of corrugated boxes that come from places such as big warehouse stores. Indoors, they prefer warm, moist, dark
places to congregate. Examples are under sinks and in appliances such as coffee makers, refrigerators, computer towers, etc.

•

There are more than 12,000 ant species in the world; the most common found here include the argentine, imported fire, odorous
house, pavement, and the black and red harvester ants.

Ant colonies can grow to over a million,

1. EXCLUSION- Be sure to seal cracks

trol most spills. If spilled crumbs/food

depending on the type of ant. Most ant

and holes around plumbing and

remains unnoticed, it can provide

queens can live for many years, and they

electrical penetrations inside and out.

a food source for roaches and ants.

spend their entire adult lives laying eggs,

Seal window and door cracks also

Keep wood piles and other debris

producing millions of babies during their

with weather stripping if necessary.

away from the structure as to elimi-

lifespan! Some colonies even have multi-

This will eliminate entry points and

nate any possible nesting sites.

ple queens in one nest...

prevent them from gaining access, as

Many ants eat almost anything—sweets,
seeds, honeydew produced from aphids,

3. CALL IN A PRO- If after all of these

well as limit places for them to live

measures have been taken you are still

and breed.

having issues, at this point you may

2. PREVENTION-Do not over-wa-

need to consider having an ongoing

meats, grease/oils, dead insects, cheese,

ter lawns or planter beds. Eliminate

maintenance plan for your home or

and of course water.

standing water and any water leaks as

business. If so, call a pest professional

insects are attracted to moisture. Keep

to come out and assess the severity of

Here are some helpful tips to arm yourself

trash cans clean, tightly closed, and in

the infestation and provide you with a

with for this summer and beyond:

a location away from the structure.

plan of action.

Limit where you eat so you can con-

Danielle Carey is a licensed Branch II pest control field technician with over 26 years of experience. She is the
owner/operator of her own pest control company based out of Moreno Valley, and can be reached for questions at
customerservice@careypest.com
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VIRGINIA
BLUMENTHAL:

From the Mini Skirts to
the Briefs of her Life
Virginia M. Blumenthal is one of the
pillars of the Riverside community.
With over forty years of practice and
experience in criminal defense law,
Virginia founded the first femaleowned law firm in the city of Riverside.
We sat down with Virginia to learn
more about her in person, her family,
her long professional journey, and her
love and commitment to the Riverside
community.

By: Sarah El Shazly

15

The Beginning
Born at St. Albans Naval Hospital in
Long Island, New York in 1948, Virginia
was brought up in a military household

just over four years ago, Helen was lying
next to him holding his hand. Helen
passed just two months later. They were
together for 70 years.

to parents John and Helen McAvoy. John

The family moved quite often because

was a decorated war hero from World War

of John’s constant transfer orders. Once

II, he served as a frogman in the US Navy

in the Air Force, John was assigned to

for fifteen years, and later transferred to

Riverside’s March Air Force base for a

the air force. Neither of Virginia’s parents

short stint. For a while, they moved to

had finished their education. Her mother

Okinawa, Japan and later to the Upper

was the oldest girl of twelve kids raised

Peninsula of Michigan. “We didn’t stay

in the depression, she was pulled out of

anywhere very long. I think that’s why

school to help take care of her siblings.

I have only lived in three houses in the

Her father finished his schooling through

last 40 years. Until Riverside, I never

GED. “They were very uneducated, and

had roots. But in growing up that way,

they were absolutely brilliant. Two of the

I realized that maturity was merely your

hardest working people you have ever met

ability to adapt to a new situation sooner,

in your life. My parents were my heroes.

faster, and better. And I adapted.”

They were such good people; full of honor
and integrity. I absolutely adored them
both”.

John retired from the military in 1964. He
packed up the family and headed back to
Riverside, California. The family rented

I am probably

Virginia has one sister Leslie McAvoy

a small upstairs apartment downtown

Baptiste. She is six years younger and

near 1st and Chestnut St. They bought

more

currently lives outside of Houston. “We

their very first house on Ramona drive

are very close; we were not always close

in 1965. Virginia was 16 years old at the

passionate

when growing up. As the firstborn, I was

time. “I was very poor growing up, but

perfectly happy being an only child,”

never really understood that at the time.

about law at

laughed Virginia. “I had no use for her at

The military paid poverty wages and my

all. I didn’t want anybody coming in and

father worked extra jobs to help support

this time than

taking away my time with my parents.”

the family. With all of that, I was a happy

I was when I

Virginia shared a very close relationship
with her father, “I still call him daddy

kid with a happy family”. Both John and
Helen passed away in that same house in
2015.

first started. I

to this day.” He was a determined and
opinionated man who passed on a lot of

By that time, Virginia had started her

love it because

life advice to his daughter. “My father

junior year at Polytechnic High School

always said the reason he had such a

in Riverside. School for Virginia initially

you know the

long-term marriage with my mother was

began in Norfolk, Virginia. She kept

twofold. One, he always said ‘yes dear’,

transferring to several schools because

difference you

and did what he wanted to do. The other

her family was constantly on the move. In

reason was that they always held hands.

total, she attended more than 21 different

make

You can’t stay angry with a person when

schools. But it was at Polytechnic where

you’re holding hands”. When John passed

Virginia made life-long friendships; her

class still holds class reunions to this very day. During her school

During her time at RCC, Virginia enrolled in a Speech class that

years, she was a high achiever, taking honors classes, and was

changed her career path. She was pressured into joining the RCC

a very active member of the Speech and Debate team. “I was

Speech and Debate team by her Professor, Dr. Dina Stallings,

always pretty upbeat and happy. That’s my general philosophy of

in order to get higher grades. She ended up participating

life”.

in a number of national Speech and Persuasive Speaking

Virginia graduated in 1966, “I had about 37 different ideas
on what to be, but never considered being an attorney. Girls
did not become attorneys. Girls were allowed to be teachers,
nurses, secretaries bank tellers, that type of thing.” Virginia was
accepted to Stanford, but because of her financial state at the

competitions, and the team became very successful. Through
this specific opportunity, Virginia ended up graduating with a
Bachelor in Speech Communication. “Dr. Dina Stallings was the
first woman full professor at RCC. She got her hands on me, and
I credit my entire collegiate career to her”.

time, her family could not afford the tuition. She ended up going

Virginia pursued a master’s degree from San Fernando Valley

to Riverside Community College. “I didn’t want to go to RCC,

State College (now known as Cal State University, Northridge).

I felt I was too good for that. So, at the end of my first semester

With her masters, she started teaching English, Math, and

at RCC, I received my very first D in a four-unit math class, my

Drama at Moreno Valley High School and became the Speech

very first F in a five-unit physics class and at the end of my first

and Debate Coach. She taught adjunct classes at RCC, became

semester at RCC I had a 1.1 GPA. That was a wakeup call for me,

assistant Speech and Debate Coach and pursued taking a legal

I realized I had to study there.” Virginia was a Math major at the

research class to teach her students how to support their debate

time.

propositions using legal research. Citrus Belt Law School was

She landed her first job as a dietary aide at Riverside Community
Hospital, moved out of the house, and became self-supporting. A
while later, she worked with Parks and Recreation, running local
camps, and helping in the senior citizen center. “I always had a
job.”

just opening its doors when “I go in there and I say, ‘I want a
legal research class’. They say they aren’t offering yet because
there are these prerequisites. I said, ‘What’s that?’ and they said
‘Contracts, Torts, and Criminal Law.’” And so, Virginia signed
up for a nighttime program at Citrus Belt, she took classes three
nights a week for an entire year. By her second year, she had

17

attorney.’ They expected nothing from me.
So, whether I was average or mediocre,
they thought I was phenomenal because
they expected nothing,” Virginia said.
In the beginning, judges had a rough time
handling Virginia because they did not
want a strong woman appearing in front
of them. “I can tell you what it’s like to
feel invisible, because DAs would stand
around and talk about me and my cases
with me standing right there. It’s like they
thought I was that dumb. I couldn’t get
what I wanted by being smart, I would get
it by being dumb.”
In 1980, Ralph Evan Brown, the President
of the Riverside County Bar Association
showed up at Virginia’s office and asked
her to become the first female keynote
speaker at The Riverside County Bar
Association Installation of Officer’s
Dinner. He wanted her to talk about being
completely fallen in love with criminal

great; it was a long interview. Finally,

law. “It was real. It was exciting. I am

the interviewer says to me, ‘You know,

probably more passionate about law at this

Virginia, I’m sure you’re going to be a

time than I was when I first started. I love

very good attorney, but unfortunately,

it because you know the difference you

our clients would never accept a woman

make,”.

attorney.’

For the Love of Law

Firms were opposed to hiring her;

Virginia graduated from Citrus Belt as the
only female in her graduation ceremony
and passed at the bar exam at the first
attempt. She opened her practice in 1975.

however, clients were coming as she
started as a family attorney. “Husbands
hired me because they felt I understood
their wives better and wives hired me
because they thought I would understand

“I applied at the district attorney’s office,

them better. In the end, I did not enjoy

the public defender’s office, and every

Family Law.” Virginia started gaining

major law firm in town. I could not get a

momentum when high profile criminal

job anywhere.” She was faced with many

law cases started showing up on her desk.

challenges in her professional career

From that moment on, she bolted into the

for being a woman. “I had an interview

world of criminal defense law starting

with this big personal injury defense

with jury trials, “Jurors would come in

firm, I thought the interview was going

and I would hear this, ‘Look! A woman

a woman attorney in the city. Virginia
delivered a groundbreaking speech
titled, “From Miniskirts to Briefs” which
was very well-accepted, elevated her
popularity.
Six months into her practice, Virginia
started partnering with other attorneys
to grow her business. Gradually started
hiring attorneys to assist on part-time
cases and formed a partnership with
former DA, Michael Lomazow. Currently,
the firm includes Virginia, Brent Romney,
Jeff Moore, and Heather Green. Virginia
has been practicing law for 44 years and
is happy with her position as a criminal
defense attorney because the job comes
with making a difference, “In several
ways, you’re making a difference for
particular clients and helping them
navigate one of the worst times of their
lives. Defense attorneys make a difference

in society because “I genuinely believe

Governor of California, and The Mayor of

from the mountains. When you’re from

that a criminal defense attorney in this

Riverside.

Riverside you say you’re from Riverside.”

Family & Friends

Virginia is always keen on being an

country can protect and keep our legal
and constitutional rights in place. The
prosecutor is anti-somebody; they are up

Besides being an exceptional attorney,

against that person. In criminal defense

Virginia is also an exceptional mother

work, I don’t have to be anti-anybody. I’m

of four children; two birthed and two

not anti the complaining witness. I’m not

adopted, “but they are all children of

anti the DA. I am pro my client and pro

the heart.” Her oldest is Jeffrey David

my case.”

who goes by JD and lives in Hemet, Jon

Until this day, Virginia is very invested
in her career, she does not believe in
retirement and does not plan on it anytime
soon. “Retire and do what? people keep
saying, ‘You can travel!’ I’m always
traveling. I love what I do. If you love
what you do, if you’re good at what you
do, if you make a difference with what you
do, then It’s not a job; it’s a way of life.
That’s why you can’t separate Virginia
from Blumenthal.”
Being a woman was not the only challenge
Virginia had to face in her career path.
“The most popular question I get asked:
‘How can you represent those people
who you really know were guilty?’
My response to them is the question:
‘I’d rather you asked me, how do you
emotionally handle when people you
know are innocent, get convicted?’.
Because I’m telling you, I was about to
quit the practice of law three different
times on that basis. It’s one of the most

active member in the community which
is evident in her numerous contributions.
She has received numerous awards and
recognition over the years. Some of her
contributions include:

•

Blumenthal, who is a major contractor in
Encinitas, Chandra, an RN in Vancouver,
Washington. And her youngest, Heather,

Philharmonic Board of Trustees

•

Virginia Blumenthal. Virginia is also
the happy grandmother of Sarah, Zayne,
Ayden, Jayden, Hayley, Benjamin, and
Makayla. “I love my grandkids. What
happens at grandma’s stays at Grandma’s.”

•
•

RCCD Board of Trustees (13 years)

•

Top 100 Trial Lawyers-Named on
of the Top 100 Trial Lawyers in the
United States by the National Trial
Lawyers

which were conceived since her school
friends. Virginia’s life might seem to
revolve around her career, but she makes
sure to leave enough time for her family,
her friends, and herself. “Last year, on my
70th birthday, I had a party bus outside
my house and 28 of my girlfriends. All
the male attorneys and investigators had
to stay at the office and answer phones.
And we went out to Perris airport to go
skydiving.”

Co-Founder of Riverside County
High School Mock Trial Program

Virginia has sustained lifelong friendships
and college years; she is loved by her

Founding Director of the Riverside
Police Foundation

who is following in her mother’s footsteps
currently works at the Law Office of

President of the Riverside County

•

2014 Citizen of the Year - Greater
Riverside Chambers of Commerce

•

2004 ATHENA Leadership Award For outstanding community service

Virginia really cares about giving back to
the community and making a difference,
“On my headstone there is one sentence
that I would like to have written, and that
is “she made a difference.” When she has
time for herself, Virginia enjoys waking up

difficult things in the world.”

Community

early in the morning to go on bike rides,

Over the years, Virginia Blumenthal has

Virginia takes immense pride in the

led a successful professional journey.

Riverside community, “The civic pride

music, “I love music. Do you know if you

She has been named one of the Top 100

here is absolutely amazing. If you live

Trial Lawyers in the United States by

in Yorba Linda or in Anaheim, you say

The National Trial Lawyers Association

you’re from Orange County. If you

and her work has been recognized by

live in Palm Springs or Indio, you say

many prestigious individuals such as

you’re from the desert. If you live in Big

the President of the United States, The

Bear Lake or Sugarloaf, you say you’re

and she loves listening to Neil Diamond
dance in your kitchen you can’t be sad?”
We want to thank Virginia for inviting us
into her home and sharing with us her long
successful journey, a journey full of love,
dedication, and remarkable life lessons.
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HYDROGEN CARS
to Take Over the Streets of
Riverside
By Sarah El Shazly

The residents of Riverside are in for a high-tech
treat. StratosShare, an on-demand car rental
company, is launching hydrogen-based vehicles
into the streets of Riverside. The company offers
zero-emission cars for those visiting Riverside,
or those who just happen to be in need of an easy
and flexible means of transportation. The vehicles
are parked in different locations throughout
Riverside and sit ready for users to rent via
StratosShare’s smartphone application. Your
phone basically becomes the car key, and the car
is yours for as little as 15 minutes, as long as a
day, or even several days.

Reserving a Vehicle
The process of reserving one of these hydrogenelectric vehicles is fairly simple. The user starts
off by browsing for cars to access within their
location on the StratosShare mobile app. After
finding the closest vehicle, the user inputs their
reservation time, and the app shows them a list
of available vehicles. Once the reservation and
vehicle are confirmed, the user has a 30-minute
window to begin their trip. When the user arrives
at their reserved vehicle, their phone becomes the
key and they are able to unlock, lock, and start
the car. After the reservation is complete, the user

These state-of-the-art vehicles encourage the

can return it back to the same parking location.

concept of shared mobility; an approach that

The StratosShare team is currently looking for

motivates people to use modes of transportation

ways for users to drop vehicles off at different

on an on-demand basis. StarosShare deploys

locations; a feature that Riverside might witness

cars strategically at locations, which are mostly

in the near future.

outdoors and likely to have people who need ondemand mobility services. These places include
university campuses, hotels, multifamily housing,
and businesses.

In order to sign-up, users must have a valid US
or foreign driver’s license. The process is quite
simple, users answer a couple of questions, input

their driver and billing information and

figure out ways to increase ridership and

within minutes they are approved. Once

demand for hydrogen fueling stations

approved, users are able to begin renting

and vehicles. StratosShare’s vision and

vehicles on the StratosShare app. For all

mission statement is to make hydrogen

first-time users, StratosShare provides a

an everyday fuel.

$15 credit toward their first ride. Because

plate which users can customize.
These hydrogen-electric cars are so
high tech that when you drive one, you
feel like you’re in a spaceship. They
significantly reduce congestion, fill up

StratosShare’s vehicles are offered at

in minutes, and are cheaper than your

competitive prices, with an hourly rate

traditional car-rental service. The service

of $14.95, and a whole day for about

is set to launch throughout Riverside

$79. Every rental includes insurance,

and San Bernardino counties and later

Today, hydrogen fuel vehicles are

maintenance, fuel, and parking at the

in Los Angeles, and Orange County.

playing a major role in decarbonizing

designated locations. However, the

The StratosShare launch event will take

transportation. Since StartosFuel, the

service still stands as a luxury car

place on the 19th of September at the

parent company of StratosShare, focuses

service which offers unique features.

Center for Environment & Technology,

on producing renewable hydrogen

The hydrogen cars are equipped with

Unversity California Riverside,

through wind and solar energy, the initial

Bluetooth, WiFi, LED headlights, semi-

providing exclusive free rides in their

objective behind StratosShare was to

autonomous driving, and a digital license

tech cars to all attendees.

once you ride in one of our hydrogen
cars for the first time you won’t want to
drive anything else.
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Econo-ME
We all talk about the “ECONOMY”,
interest rates, risk, unemployment,
global impact… Infact this needs to
be more about your “Econo-ME”!
We should pay attention to the
realities of life, but your life needs
to be evaluated when making your
best decisions. However, in many
cases, we’ve all failed to really look
at the basics for us and our family.
We need to have answers for the
TOP 5 LifePlan issues!
What happens

•
•
•
•
•

if we die too soon,
live too long,
become sick or disabled,
need money fast or
want to avoid too much risk?

So, where do we start? First, take
the asset assessment. This will help
position “realities” in your everyday
goals and planning:
a) You won the lottery for
several million! Well that’s like
life! A person earning $100,000
annually with a simple 3% cost of

living increase could expect to earn
over $2.6 MILLION over 20 years.
Are your loved ones and business
protected if you’re not here?
b) Remember when gas
was $1.00 a gallon? How about 28
cents? The longer we live, the more
our dollar is subject to ‘shrinking’…
like our grandparents. They started
off at 6 foot and at the end lost
a few inches. Just 20 years ago
a MILLION DOLLARS could let
you retire nicely on $1000.00 a
week for life, based on 5% returns.
Not now! Rates have dropped
and risk increased. Do you have
a plan to RETIRE? Do you have a
replacement fund other than just
Social Security?
c) Now this is tough… the
money coming in, stops, but
because of NEW medical care
needs, the costs INCREASE?
Imagine the sudden drain on
assets when household bills
and expenses increase 20-40%
monthly…above your loss of
earning power.

d) Liquidity is king, it allows
us to respond to the conditions
and What IF’s of Life. Do you KNOW
where the ‘least expensive money’
money could come from, in the
‘least amount of time? Forced
liquidation, high taxes and fees,
usually cause our assets to shrink
even further, faster! Ever gone to
a yard sale? What if that was your
only “estate liquidation option”?
e) Most people don’t mind
a little risk with their “investments”,
but no one wants risk with their
income and savings! Do you know
your risk tolerance level comfort
zone? Vegas posts the “odds” but in
‘the market’, potential risk of loss
is always the same…. 100%! Tiering
risk and guarantees are a great
way to potentially earn more with
MORE PEACE while you sleep.
Any of these could change your
“Econo-ME” in just moments, and
your goals for the life. Make sure
your basics include a PLAN, not a
HOPE, WISH or a GUESS!
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STUCK IN THE DABDA
PROCESS
By Susan Goodson

For those of you who don’t know what
DABDA is, it’s the cycle of grief. Anytime
you are letting go of anything, be it
something you consider good or something
interpreted as bad, there is a process you go
through.

D- denial
A-anger
B-bargaining
D-depression
A-acceptance

It’s not fair.
I get it.
It’s no one’s
fault.
It’s just life.

I’m stuck in the anger phase. Let me tell
you why. When my husband’s health
began to fail in October, a month after my
mother’s death, I did what I always do. I
pulled myself up by the bootstraps and kept
going. What else could I do? There is work
to be done. But what I am realizing is that
each time I do that I don’t stop long enough
to “feel” what all this means, and I slip into
a bit of denial by getting busy.
After months of doctors’ appointments, a
hospital stays, blood infusions and working
to keep my head above water, I am coming
out of the fog and feeling pretty angry that

life has thrown us a curve that has changed
everything. Our spontaneous trips to
anywhere. Our travel plans to everywhere.
The dreams I had for my business. The
energy it takes to do what needs to be done.
Surely not an easy place to be and
completely understandable why I’m angry.
But to deny the feelings that go with these
kind of life changes only keeps me stuck.
How do I keep moving when my feet
feel stuck in cement? Trust the process.
Be willing to embrace the anger, feel the
sadness, identify where I am in the cycle
and process and move on. Move on? To
where? To the next step. I know the one.
If I do this, then maybe this will happen.
Where you try to bargain with life to get
what you want.
And then depression and deep sadness for
what will never be. I don’t like this one. It
scares me. What if I recognize I’m falling
into the dark, will I ever get out? Yes. You
will. It’s in the resistance that keeps us here.
As we navigate our new normal, showing
up to life with the best we have, we move
on. Right into acceptance where we will
find peace.

How long will it take, and can we just do the process
once and get it over with? Unfortunately, or maybe
fortunately the answer is no. The process is ongoing.
It can last an hour, a day, a month or however long it
takes. And the truth is, it’s painful. But with every
goodbye, be it a lifestyle, a possession, a position, a
belief, a dream or someone you love, there will be a
process.
If you want to grow, you will experience this for a
lifetime. Might I suggest you lean in. Learn. Cry.
Raise a fist. Pray and surrender. And trust the dance
as it will really free you to move on with grace and
courage. Living wholeheartedly requires a brave spirit
and if we look deep enough, we will find that spirit and
encourage it to step forward to be seen and heard.
Susan Goodson is a published
author and speaker who has
dedicated her life to helping
women find their courage to
speak their truth. For more
information please contact me
@ sgoodsonmk@gmail.com
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IS A REVERSE MORTGAGE RIGHT FOR YOU?
Most retirees understand a Reverse
Mortgage (RM) can be used to
access a percentage of the equity
in their home; but don’t know how
versatile a tool it can be. Here
are some potential uses: A source
of tax-free money (consult a tax
advisor). A protection against future
drops in housing. A fund to delay
taking Social Security early. A fund
to draw from during stock market
dips, allowing for the faster rebound
of your investments. A loan to
purchase your home without making
a monthly mortgage payment. A
source to fund in-home care. A
way to 2nd homes or bucket-list
vacations. As with any loan, a RM
requires property taxes and home
insurance to be kept current.
The first RM was done in 1961 to
help Nellie Young stay in her home
after her husband died. She was the
widow of the high school football
coach and a forward thinking banker

created a program to help her,
even though she lost her husband’s
income. Since that first RM to the
50,000 or more retirees that get one
each year (according to NRMLA),
this program has had some growing
pains, but the FHA has worked to
continually improve the HECM
program. In 1988 President Ronald
Reagan signed the RM bill into law,
allowing HUD to insure the RM
through the FHA; this created the
Home Equity Conversion Mortgage
or HECM RM. This program is nonrecourse, meaning the lender only
has claim on the home, but no other
assets.
My grandmother was in a RM
when the housing market crashed
in 2008. Along with her neighbors,
her home went upside down, but,
unlike her neighbors, she didn’t have
to make a monthly housing payment
and continued to get her guaranteed
monthly check from her RM.

As of 2004, HECM’s may now be
refinanced as equity rises and if seniors
qualify for the minimum required
additional money. In 2008 the first baby
boomers turned 62 and the HECM RM
program begins to set new records as
many boomers take advantage of it. The
Safe Act is implemented putting limits
on HECM Fees and setting national
standards for licensing originators. In
2009 the HECM for purchase was
created, allowing seniors to purchase
a home without ever having to make a
monthly mortgage payment, they must
pay property taxes, home insurance, and
HOA fees, if applicable. In 2010 the
HECM Saver was introduced with lower
payouts, but also lower origination

and required Mortgage Insurance fees.
In 2013 HUD restricts the amount of
money available for the 1st year on
a RM to protect the consumer; the
remaining funds are available one
year after closing. Married spouses
are required to both be on a RM loan,
protecting widows from losing their
home once their spouse passes away.
Only one must be 62 to qualify for the
HECM. As of 2015, HECM’s require
a financial assessment to confirm
borrowers can afford their property tax
and home insurance. If not, monies may
be required to be set aside to ensure tax
and insurance will be paid (If taxes or
insurance are not paid, foreclosure is a
possibility).

The RM is constantly evolving and
improving to better serve retired
homeowners and keeps their foot in
the housing game with access to future
appreciation on the home. If any equity
is left in the home, it passes to the heirs,
minus any money withdrawn, fees, and
interest. If there happens to be no equity
left, you keep living in the home without
any monthly mortgage payments and
your heirs can inherit the home for 5%
under the assessed value.
A RM can be a versatile tool for retirees
whether they are wealthy or not. This
program is not bad or good; it is simply
an instrument that can be the right fit or
not.

Robert Snow Krepps (NMLS #255191) has spent 17 years specializing in Reverse Mortgages and is
licensed in CA and UT. For questions: rkrepps@hightechlending.com.
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Reduce your body fat

By Karla Adams
Body fat can be divided into two

bad type found in meats—should be

weight. Your diet could be the best in

categories. Essential fat and storage

encouraged.

the world, but it will never reach its

fat. As its name implies, essential
fat is necessary for normal, healthy

Eliminate processed foods from your

fullest potential without cardio.

nutrition

Add protein to your plate

amounts in your bone marrow, organs,

Through the excessive heating and

Keeping your metabolism going

central nervous system and muscles.

cooling processes, which are required

and burning fat efficiently while

Storage fat is the other type of body

in order to give processed foods

retaining as much muscle as possible

fat. This is the fat you accumulate

extended shelf lives, vital nutrients are

is dependent on taking in a high

beneath your skin, in certain speciﬁc

greatly diminished. What this means is

amount of protein. Your body will burn

areas inside your body, and in your

that if you’re eating processed foods,

carbohydrates ﬁrst, because this is your

muscles. It also includes the deep fat

then you’re getting lots of empty

main energy source. Once it runs out

that protects your internal organs from

calories – calories that come with

of carbohydrates, it will begin to use

injury.

few or no nutrients that your body

your fat as fuel. You don’t want your

needs. So either you’re not getting

body dipping into your hard-earned

these nutrients, which is bad for your

muscle to use as energy. It is for this

Fat intake of the wrong kind will result

general health, or you need to eat a

reason that it is of prime importance

in increased fat gains. This stands to

whole bunch of calories in order to

that you eat as much protein as

reason, as the body will typically burn

get them. On the other hand, if you’re

possible while losing the weight.

carbohydrates for fuel and use protein

consuming “nutrient dense” foods

for repair. Therefore, it makes sense to

(fresh foods that aren’t processed),

cut back on bad fat while increasing

then you can get all the nutrients you

the good type. Good fats such as the

need with much fewer calories

functioning. It is stored in small

Cut out bad fats

omega-3 and omega-6 fatty acids will
actually have a fat-burning effect,

Make time for cardio

as they enhance metabolic function.

Cardiovascular exercise is perhaps one

Their use—as opposed to the saturated

of the most important keys to losing

Karla Adams has 20 years experience in exercise science & sports nutrition. She is an educator, motivator,
professional athlete, and specialist in lifestyle change.
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